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Driving Her Wild Jul 09 2020 Winning is good. Succumbing is even better… Evasion Recently retired pro MMA fighter Steph
Healy is through having rough-and-tumble romps with sexy blue-collar dudes. Unfortunately, Wilinski's Fight Academy has
hired an electrician with a body built to make a gal weep. And avoiding some full-body contact is taking all of Steph's
self-control. Grapple Carpenter-turned-electrician Patrick Doherty is damn good with his hands. Sure, he's not what
Steph is looking for—yet. But he's about to prove that she has seriously underestimated her opponent…. Submission The
moment Patrick has her deliciously pinned, Steph knows she's in deep, deep trouble. Because this seemingly mild
carpenter has the mastery to give her exactly what she needs…and this is one takedown she's willing to take lying down!
Hold Me Close Feb 13 2021 Apart, they are broken, but together, they are whole Effie and Heath are famous. Not for
anything they did, but for what happened to them as teenagers. Abducted and abused by the same man, they turned to each
other for comfort until they were finally able to make their escape. Now adults, their relationship is fraught with
guilt and despair. Whether fighting or making love, their passion is strong enough to destroy them both—and Effie’s not
about to let that happen. She knows it’s time for her to have a “normal” relationship, even if Heath is convinced that
they must face their past together in order to move forward. So while Effie continues to bring new men into her life,
Heath becomes obsessed with proving he’s the one she needs. Then a new crisis arises and Effie begins to lose every
scrap of self-control she ever had. As she struggles against her desire to return to the one man who understands her,
she discovers that sometimes the only safety you find is with the person who is the most dangerous for you. Previously
published
The Space Between Us Jun 19 2021 When she garners the attention of Meredith, Tesla Martin is flattered by her attention
and becomes drawn into a love triangle between Meredith and her husband Charlie who both embody everything she ever
needed, wanted, or dreamed of.
Hot and Haunted Jan 15 2021 True Halloween pleasures don't come from sweets . . . Indulge yourself with some tasty
tricks and treats from three popular erotica authors as they serve up tales of chilling, thrilling passion. Megan Hart's
Nothing Else Matters After surviving the zombie apocalypse, Lira wants nothing more than the sense of life that only
lust can bring. Suddenly torn between two irresistible lovers, Lira must choose: the one who brings her carnal fantasies
to life? Or the one who sets her ablaze again and again? Lauren Hawkeye's Pick Me Up Sure, hitchhiking is dangerous, but
Holly just had to get away. Now soaking wet and stuck in a downpour with her roadside savior, she's ready for a little
window-steaming and some role-play. It's all fun and games until Holly realizes she's met her match . . . Saranna
DeWylde's Little Red's Big Bad Hunting werewolves and being snowbound in a remote cabin with a sexy FBI agent are all in
a day's work for U.S. Marshal Miranda Garrick. But when business mixes with pleasure, can she stay in control? Or will
she be tempted by unrestrained passion . . . and tantalizing danger?
All Fall Down May 19 2021 When 19-year-old Sunshine, a survivor of a cult's mass suicide, arrives on her doorstep
claiming that her husband, Chris, is her father, Liesel Albright must play mother to Sunny and her three small children,
while Chris retreats into guilt and denial. Original. 25,000 first printing.
The Undertaking of Hart and Mercy Aug 22 2021 "A uniquely charming mixture of whimsy and the macabre that completely
won me over. If you ever wished for an adult romance that felt like Howl's Moving Castle, THIS IS THAT BOOK." —Helen
Hoang, author of The Kiss Quotient Hart is a marshal, tasked with patrolling the strange and magical wilds of Tanria.
It’s an unforgiving job, and Hart’s got nothing but time to ponder his loneliness. Mercy never has a moment to herself.
She’s been single-handedly keeping Birdsall & Son Undertakers afloat in defiance of sullen jerks like Hart, who seems to
have a gift for showing up right when her patience is thinnest. After yet another exasperating run-in with Mercy, Hart
finds himself penning a letter addressed simply to “A Friend”. Much to his surprise, an anonymous letter comes back in
return, and a tentative friendship is born. If only Hart knew he’s been baring his soul to the person who infuriates him
most—Mercy. As the dangers from Tanria grow closer, so do the unlikely correspondents. But can their blossoming romance
survive the fated discovery that their pen pals are their worst nightmares—each other? Set in a world full of magic and
demigods, donuts and small-town drama, this enchantingly quirky, utterly unique fantasy is perfect for readers of The
House in the Cerulean Sea and The Invisible Library. "Truly outstanding romantic fantasy." —India Holton "An unabashedly
offbeat adventure." —Freya Marske "I cried twice and smiled plenty." —Olivia Atwater "A little sweet, a little spicy, a
little sharp and entirely moreish!" —Davinia Evans "I showed up for the fantastic, fun fantasy setting but it was Hart
and Mercy that kept me reading." —Ruby Dixon
The Wild Rose Aug 29 2019 The third book in the sweeping, multi-generational saga that began with The Tea Rose, The
Wild Rose is a "lush story of epic proportions" (Romantic Times Book Review). The Wild Rose is a part of the sweeping,
multi-generational saga that began with The Tea Rose and continued with The Winter Rose. It is London, 1914. World War I
looms on the horizon, women are fighting for the right to vote, and explorers are pushing the limits ofendurance in the
most forbidding corners of the earth. Into this volatile time, Jennifer Donnelly places her vivid and memorable
characters: Willa Alden, a passionate mountain climber who lost her leg while summiting Kilimanjaro with Seamus
Finnegan, and who will never forgive him for saving her life; Seamus Finnegan, a polar explorer who tries to forget
Willa as he marries a beautiful young schoolteacher back home in England; Max von Brandt, a handsome German sophisticate
who courts high society women, but has a secret agenda in wartime London. Many other beloved characters from The Winter
Rose continue their adventures in The Wild Rose as well. With myriad twists and turns, thrilling cliffhangers, and
fabulous period detail and atmosphere, The Wild Rose provides a highly satisfying conclusion to an unforgettable
trilogy.

Selfish is the Heart Feb 02 2020
Asking for It Jul 29 2019 Graduate student Vivienne Charles is afraid and ashamed of her own fantasies: being taken by
force by a man who will claim her completely. When the mysterious Jonah Marks learns her secret, he makes a stunning
offer: they will remain near-strangers and meet in secret so that he can fulfil her fantasies. Their arrangement is
twisted. The sex is incredible. And soon their emotions are bound together as tightly as the rope around Vivienne's
wrists. But the secrets in their pasts threaten to take their arrangement down an even darker path.
Lovely Wild Nov 05 2022 From New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart comes a haunting and insightful novel about a
woman trying to find her place in the world… Brought up in the savage captivity of her unstable grandmother's rural
Pennsylvania home, Mari Calder once yearned for rescue. Now she struggles every day to function as an adult in the
confines of normal society. Left with only a foggy recollection of her childhood, she's consumed with being a dutiful
wife to her husband, Ryan, and mother to their two children. But an unexpected twist of events returns her to that longforgotten house in the woods. Soon, Mari is greeted with reminders of a past life, the clarified memories only inviting
a new level of strangeness into her fragile world. To protect her family, she must find the beautiful, powerful strength
hidden in her inner chaos. Because someone is bent on exploiting Mari's trauma, and as normal and wild begin to blend, a
string of devastating truths force Mari to question all she thought she knew. "Haunting, devastating, heart-wrenching."
—RT Book Reviews on Precious and Fragile Things
Soulswift Sep 30 2019 A dark, epic fantasy about a girl who must rethink everything she believes after she is betrayed
and hunted by the religion that raised her—from Megan Bannen, author of The Bird and the Blade. Perfect for fans of The
Winner’s Curse and The Girl of Fire and Thorns. Gelya is a Vessel, a girl who channels the word of the One True God
through song. Cloistered with the other Vessels of her faith, she believes—as all Ovinists do—that a saint imprisoned
Elath the Great Demon centuries ago, saving humanity from earthly temptation. When Gelya stumbles into a deadly cover-up
by the Ovinists’ military, she reluctantly teams up with Tavik, an enemy soldier, to survive. Tavik believes that Elath
is actually a mother goddess who must be set free, but while he succeeds in opening Her prison, he inadvertently turns
Gelya into Elath’s unwilling human vessel. Now the church that raised Gelya considers her a threat. In a race against
the clock, she and Tavik must find a way to exorcise Elath’s presence from her body. But will this release stop the
countdown to the end of the world, or will it be the cause of the earth’s destruction? And as Tavik and Gelya grow
closer, another question lingers between them: What will become of Gelya?
Tempted Nov 24 2021 I had everything a woman could want. My husband James. The house on the lake. My life. Our perfect
life. And then Alex came to visit. The first time I saw my husband's best friend, I didn't like him. Didn't like how
James changed when he was around, didn't like how his penetrating eyes followed me everywhere. But that didn't stop me
from wanting him. And surprisingly, James didn't seem to mind. It was meant to be fun. Something the three of us shared
for those hot summer weeks Alex stayed with us. Nobody was supposed to fall in or out of love. I didn't need another
man, not even one who oozed sex like honey and knew all the secrets I didn't know, the secrets my husband hadn't shared.
After all, we had a perfect life. I loved my husband. But I wasn't the only one.
Shattered Jun 07 2020 Joe Wilder has never had a long-term romantic relationship. He’s a cheater, a rogue, a flirt, a
womanizer. He ruins everything. Until he meets Sadie. They fall into an unorthodox friendship, meeting once a month on a
park bench to share a lunch and stories of Joe’s sexual conquests, but soon Joe discovers that once a month is not
enough. Relentless bachelorhood is not enough. All those women…not enough. Yet Sadie has troubles of her own, and no
matter what Joe wants, he can’t make himself what she needs. It will take personal tragedy for both of them to find
their way to each other, but can a love that grew from such rocky soil ever be expected to bloom? Or will he once again
ruin it all, and leave it not only broken, but shattered? Shattered is a companion novella to Broken. The story features
new material as well as scenes from Broken retold in Joe’s point of view.
Four Day Fling Dec 02 2019 "When Poppy needs a date for her sister's wedding she finds the perfect one - only she
doesn't even know his last name." -Black Wings Mar 05 2020 Briella Blake has always been wicked smart. When she's invited to attend a special school for
gifted students, she finally has the chance to focus on a project that begins to consume her - the ability to recreate
and save copies of a person's entire set of memories. Her friendship with a raven that's as smart as she is leads to
conflict with her mother Marian, who is no longer able to deny that there's something wrong with her child.FLAME TREE
PRESS is the new fiction imprint of Flame Tree Publishing. Launching in 2018 the list brings together brilliant new
authors and the more established; the award winners, and exciting, original voices.
Unforgivable Sep 10 2020
Tempted (Mills & Boon Spice) Aug 02 2022 I had everything a woman could want My husband, James. The house on the lake.
Our perfect life. And then Alex came to visit. The first time I saw my husband’s best friend, I didn’t like him. Didn’t
like how his penetrating eyes followed me everywhere. Didn’t like how James changed when he was around.
Collide Feb 25 2022 A childhood accident left Emmaline vulnerable to disturbing fugue states that last minutes but feel
like an eternity. The blackouts are unsettling but manageable…until she meets Johnny Dellasandro. The painter gained
fame in the Ô70s for his debauched lifestyle and raunchy art films. His naked body achieved cult status, especially in
Emm’s mind—she’s obsessed with the man, who’s grown even sexier with age. Today he shuns the spotlight and Emm…until she
falls into a fugue on his doorstep. In that moment she’s transported back thirty years, crashing a party at Johnny’s
place. The night is a blur of flesh and heat that lingers long after she’s woken to the present. It happens again and
again, each time-slip a mind-blowing orgy, and soon Emm can’t stop, though every episode leaves her weaker. She’s scared
by what’s happening, but she’s even more terrified of losing this portal to the Johnny she wants so badly. The one who
wants her and takes her—every chance he gets. Originally published in 2011
Lovely Wild Sep 03 2022 Brought up in rural Pennsylvania by her unstable grandmother, Mari struggles as an adult in
normal society before elements from her past threaten her family. By the award-winning author of The Favor. Original.
Precious and Fragile Things Oct 12 2020 When she is carjacked, Gilly Solomon, a stay-at-home mom who is tired of always
putting herself last, is stranded in a remote, snowbound cabin with a man who, teetering on the edge of madness, refuses
to let her leave. Reprint.
Virtue and Vice Apr 29 2022 Returning to the castle as Handmaiden to the new King, Notsah's past as a thieving and
lowly kitchen maid does not go unremembered by Erekon, Captain of the King's Guard, who plans to use this knowledge for
his own purposes. Original. 25,000 first printing.
Beg for It Aug 10 2020 She had never been more beautiful to him than when she was making him hurt. Corinne was young
once. Reese wasn't her first lover, but he was the first to submit to her. For a while they had something special, but
it ended badly. She's a little older now - and the wealthy businessman who just bought the company she works for bears
little resemblance to that boy. He's commanding, domineering, and seems hell-bent on pushing her past her limits. In a
flash of anger, she falls back into their old pattern-and Reese falls right in with her. Before she knows it, she's
testing him. Then tasting him. Corrine knows she can't afford to get involved again. Her life is complicated enough
without throwing in a slew of kink. Now if only Reese would stop making her feel like the goddess she used to be...and
showing her who's been the boss all along. But if he wants her, he's going to have to beg for it.

Lake of Sorrows Dec 14 2020 A magnificent tale of death and destiny, past and present, in an Ireland rich with
tradition, myth, and mystery: “Lake of Sorrows has a heft and richness uncommon in contemporary suspense novels”
(Minneapolis Star-Tribune). American pathologist Nora Gavin has come to the Irish midlands to examine a body unearthed
at a desolate spot known as the Lake of Sorrows. As with all the artifacts culled from its prehistoric depths, the bog
has effectively preserved the dead man's remains—his multiple wounds suggest he was the victim of an ancient pagan
sacrifice known as “triple death.” But signs of a more recent slaying emerge when a second body, bearing a similar wound
pattern, is found—this one sporting a wristwatch. Someone has come to this quagmire to sink their dreadful handiwork—and
Nora soon realizes that she is being pulled deeper into the land and all it holds: the secrets to a cache of missing
gold, a tumultuous love affair with archaeologist Cormac Maguire, and the dark mysteries and desires of the workers at
the site. As they draw closer to the truth, Nora and Cormac must exercise the utmost caution to avoid becoming the next
victims of a ruthless killer fixated on the gruesome notion of triple death.
Broken Jul 01 2022 Since her husband's paralyzing injury, psychologist Sadie Danning's once active sex life has
dwindled to nothing. She remains faithful to her husbandNexcept for the fantasies generated by one of her patients. Will
she cross the doctor-patient line to make her fantasies come true?
Gilt And Midnight Mar 29 2022 Word of Miracula's unique beauty is known far throughout the land. But when a dark fairy
curses her with Desire, it is news of her insatiable lust that attracts dozens would–be suitors to her door, as one by
one they attempt to break the curse by bringing her utter fulfilment.
All the Lies We Tell Apr 17 2021 Everyone knew Alicia Harrison's marriage to Ilya Stern wouldn't last. They'd grown up
on a remote stretch of Quarry Street, where there were two houses, two sets of siblings, and eventually, a tangled mess
of betrayal, longing, and loss. Tragedy catapulted Allie and Ilya together, but divorce-even as neighbors-has been
relatively uncomplicated. Then Ilya's brother, Nikolai, comes home for their grandmother's last days. He's the guy who
teased and fought with Allie, infuriated her, then fled town without a good-bye. Now Niko makes her feel something else
entirely-a rush of connection and pure desire that she's been trying to quench since one secret kiss years ago. Niko's
not sticking around. She's not going to leave. And after all that's happened between their families, this can't be
anything more than brief pleasure and a bad idea. But the lies we tell ourselves can't compete with the truths our
hearts refuse to let go...
Perfectly Reckless Oct 31 2019 While Maura is now ready for a relationship, Ian is not. So Maura ventures out into the
dating world, determined to change Ian's mind by telling him about every one of her dates.
Tear You Apart Dec 26 2021 Their passion will consume everything—and everyone— in its path…. I'm on a train. I don't
know which stop I got on at; I only know the train is going fast and the world outside becomes a blur. I should get off,
but I don't. The universe is playing a cosmic joke on me. Here I had my life—a good life with everything a woman could
want—and suddenly, there is something more I didn't know I could have. A chance for me to be satisfied and content and
maybe even on occasion deliriously, amazingly, exuberantly fulfilled. So this is where I am, on a train that's out of
control, and I am not just a passenger. I'm the one shoveling the furnace full of coal to keep it going fast and faster.
If I could make myself believe it all happened by chance and I couldn't help it, that I've been swept away, that it's
not my fault, that it's fate…would that be easier? The truth is, I didn't know I was looking for this until I found
Will, but I must've been, all this time. And now it is not random, it is not fate, it is not being swept away. This is
my choice. And I don't know how to stop. Or even if I want to.
Switch Apr 05 2020 From Thomas Jefferson to John Rawls, justice has been at the center of America's self-image and
national creed. At the same time, for many of its peoples-from African slaves and European immigrants to women and the
poor-the American experience has been defined by injustice: oppression, disenfranchisement, violence, and prejudice. In
Identity and the Failure of America, "John Michael explores the contradictions between a mythic national identity
promising justice to all and the realities of a divided, hierarchical, and frequently iniquitous history and social
order. Through a series of insightful readings, Michael analyzes such cultural moments as the epic dramatization of the
tension between individual ambition and communal complicity in Moby-Dick, "attempts to effect social change through
sympathy in the novels of Lydia Marie Child and Harriet Beecher Stowe, Ralph Waldo Emerson's antislavery activism and
Frederick Douglass's long fight for racial equity, and the divisive figures of John Brown and Nat Turner in American
letters and memory. Focusing on exemplary instances when the nature of the United States as an essentially conflicted
nation turned to force, Michael ultimately posits the development of a more cosmopolitan American identity, one that is
more fully and justly imagined in response to the nation's ethical failings at home and abroad. John Michael is
professor of English and of visual and cultural studies at the University of Rochester. He is the author of Anxious
Intellects: Academic Professionals, Public Intellectuals, and Enlightenment Values and Emerson "and Skepticism: The
Cipher of the World."
Beautiful Thorns Sep 22 2021
Switch Jul 21 2021 Don’t think don’t question just do. The anonymous note wasn’t for me. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not in
the habit of reading other people’s mail, but it was just a piece of paper with a few lines scrawled on it, clearly
meant for the apartment upstairs. It looked so innocent, but decidedly—deliciously—it was not. Before replacing the
note—and the ones that followed—in its rightful slot, I devoured its contents: suggestions, instructions, commands. Each
was more daring, more intricate and more arousing than the last…and I followed them all to the letter. Before the notes,
if a man had told me what to do, I’d have told him where to go. But submission is an art, and there’s something oddly
freeing about doing someone’s bidding…especially when it feels so very, very good. But I find that the more I surrender,
the more powerful I feel—so it’s time to switch up roles. We play by my rules now. Originally published in 2009
Vanilla Oct 04 2022 Feeling unfulfilled by a long string of casual lovers but worried that the conventional man she
loves will not share her taste for sophisticated sex, dominatrix Elise embarks on an effort to introduce him to her way
of life. Original. By the acclaimed New York Times best-selling author of Tear You Apart.
Just Between Us Jan 03 2020 "Twisty and compelling [...] a terrific read." — Associated Press "Compulsively readable...
Just Between Us winds its roller-coaster plot around our tendency to see exactly what we are looking for—while our
little lies take on dangerous lives of their own." — O, The Oprah Magazine "A twisty, domestic thriller [...] tense,
bombshell-laden, and action-packed." — Publishers Weekly "Female friendships flourish, then falter, under the weight of
chance events underlaid by secrecy and deceit [...] Drake shows a sure hand in spinning suburban thrillers." — Booklist
Four suburban mothers conspire to cover up a deadly crime in Just Between Us, a heart-stopping novel of suspense by
Rebecca Drake. Alison, Julie, Sarah, Heather. Four friends living the suburban ideal. Their jobs are steady, their kids
are healthy. They’re as beautiful as their houses. But each of them has a dirty little secret, and hidden behind the
veneer of their perfect lives is a crime and a mystery that will consume them all. Everything starts to unravel when
Alison spots a nasty bruise on Heather’s wrist. She shares her suspicions with Julie and Sarah, compelling all three to
investigate what looks like an increasingly violent marriage. As mysterious injuries and erratic behavior mount, Heather
can no longer deny the abuse, but she refuses to leave her husband. Desperate to save her, Alison and the others dread
the phone call telling them that she’s been killed. But when that call finally comes, it’s not Heather who’s dead. In a
moment they’ll come to regret, the women must decide what lengths they’ll go to in order to help a friend. Just Between

Us is a thrilling glimpse into the underbelly of suburbia, where not all neighbors can be trusted, and even the closest
friends keep dangerous secrets. You never really know what goes on in another person’s mind, or in their marriage.
Broken May 07 2020
Deeper Jun 27 2019 Twenty years ago she had her whole life spread out before her. She was Bess Walsh, a fresh-scrubbed,
middle-class student ready to conquer the design world. And she was taken. Absolutely and completely. But not by Andy,
her well-groomed, intellectual boyfriend who had hinted more than once about a ring. No. During that hot summer as a
waitress and living on the beach, she met Nick, the moody, dark-haired, local bad boy. He was, to put it mildly, not
someone she could take home to Daddy. Instead, Nick became her dirty little secret— a fervent sexual accomplice who knew
how to ignite an all-consuming obsession she had no idea she carried deep within her. Bess had always wondered what
happened to Nick after that summer, after their promise to meet again. And now, back at the beach house and taking a
break from responsibility, from marriage, from life, she discovers his heartbreaking fate—and why he never came back for
her. Suddenly Nick's name is on her lips…his hands on her thighs…dark hair and eyes called back from the swirling gray
of purgatory's depths. Dead, alive, or something in between, they can't stop their hunger. She wouldn't dare.
Everything I Left Unsaid Mar 17 2021 Fans of Jodi Ellen Malpas, K. Bromberg, and Joanna Wylde will be unable to resist
this sexy, deeply intimate tale of a woman running from her past, and the darkly mysterious man who sets her free. I
didn’t think answering someone else’s cellphone would change my life. But the stranger with the low, deep voice on the
other end of the line tempted me, awakened my body, set me on fire. He was looking for someone else. Instead he found
me. And I found a hot, secret world where I felt alive for the first time. His name was Dylan, and, strangely, he made
me feel safe. Desired. Compelled. Every dark thing he asked me to do, I did. Without question. I longed to meet him, but
we were both keeping secrets. And mine were dangerous. If I took the first step, if I got closer to Dylan—emotionally,
physically—then I wouldn’t be hiding anymore. I would be exposed, with nothing left to surrender but the truth. And my
truth could hurt us both. Praise for Everything I Left Unsaid “Exquisite, thrilling, and toe-curlingly sensual . . . a
delicious guilty pleasure I never wanted to end!”—New York Times bestselling author Katy Evans “I am head over heels in
love with Everything I Left Unsaid by M. O’Keefe. Everything about this book hits the mark—the exceptional prose, the
brilliantly defined characters, the delicious plot, and all the wonderful, dangerous secrets. It’s an absolute must-read
keeper-shelf book!”—New York Times bestselling author J. Kenner “I couldn’t put this book down. Annie’s story is
heartbreaking, liberating, sweet, and sexy—I want more!”—New York Times bestselling author Monica Murphy “Sweet,
sizzling, sexy, and heart-wrenching, Everything I Left Unsaid broke my heart and left me yearning for more.”—New York
Times bestselling author Megan Hart “The mystery, the excitement, and not to mention the elusive and very demanding
Dylan Daniels will leave you breathless!”—New York Times bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones “O’Keefe is one of the best
contemporary romance authors writing today. . . . Elegantly sensual and blisteringly sexual, the story immediately hooks
readers and keeps them captivated with help from beautiful writing, complex characters, and a healthy dose of secrets,
while a cliffhanger ending will have them eagerly awaiting Book 2. Breathtaking and passionately intense—a mustread.”—Kirkus Reviews “[O’Keefe] moves skillfully into . . . romantic suspense with this excellent series launch. . . .
[She] infuses the situation with distinctive life and absorbing detail. Captivating characters and a cliffhanger ending
will keep readers coming back for more.”—Publishers Weekly Everything I Left Unsaid is intended for mature audiences.
Dirty May 31 2022 I met him at the candy store. He turned and smiled at me and I was surprised enough to smile back.
This was not a children’s candy store, mind you—this was the kind of place you went to buy expensive imported chocolate
truffles for your boss’s wife because you felt guilty for having sex with him when you were both at a conference in
Milwaukee. Hypothetically speaking, of course. I’ve been hit on plenty of times, mostly by men with little finesse who
thought what was between their legs made up for what they lacked between their ears. Sometimes I went home with them
anyway, just because it felt good to want and be wanted, even if it was mostly fake. The problem with wanting is that
it’s like pouring water into a vase full of stones. It fills you up before you know it, leaving no room for anything
else. I don’t apologize for who I am or what I’ve done in—or out—of bed. I have my job, my house and my life, and for a
long time I haven’t wanted anything else. Until Dan. Until now.
No Reservations Oct 24 2021 Four days in Vegas. Two sexy and determined men. One penthouse suite ... And no
reservations. Christmas isn't so merry for Kate and Leah. Kate's romantic winter holiday is destroyed by the sudden and
uninvited presence of Dix's annoying ex-wife, while Brandon's super-perfect family and a diamond ring send Leah running
for Sin City with Kate in tow. But Dix and Brandon both know what they want. In hot pursuit, the men show up in Vegas,
ready to use every sensual trick they have to convince Kate and Leah to take a gamble on forever. The sizzling sequel to
Taking Care of Business.
Stranger Jan 27 2022 I pay strangers to sleep with me. I have my reasons…but they’re not the ones you’d expect. For
starters, I’m a funeral director taking over my dad’s business. Not exactly the kind of person you’d expect to fork over
cash for the intimacy and urgency only skin-to-skin contact can create. Looking at me, you wouldn’t have a clue I carry
this little secret so close it creases up like the folds of a fan. Tight. Personal. Ready to unravel in the heat of the
moment. Unsurprisingly, my line of work brings me face-to-face with loss. So I decided long ago that paying for sex
would be one of the best (and most arousing) ways to save myself from the one thing that would eventually cut far too
deep. But Sam was a mistake. Literally. I signed on to “pick up” a stranger at a bar, but took Sam home instead. And now
that I’ve felt his heat, his sweat and everything else, can I really go back to impersonal? Let’s just hope he never
finds out about my other life…. Originally published in 2009
Dream Lover Nov 12 2020 Supernaturally sensual and captivating, Dream Lover is a feast of fanciful delights. Kristina
Wright, editor of the popular Fairy Tale Lust, presents a potent potion of fun and sexy tales filled with male fairies
and clairvoyant scientists, as well as darkly erotica tales of ghosts, shapeshifters, and possession. Dream Lover asks
the reader to explore the realm of the otherworldly and answer the question... who is your dream lover?
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